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Adaptivemorphing trailing-edgewings have the potential to reduce the fuel burn of transport aircraft.However, to
take full advantage of this technologyand to quantify its benefits, design studies are required.Toaddress this need, the
aerodynamic performance benefits of a morphing trailing-edge wing are quantified using aerodynamic design
optimization. The aerodynamic model solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations with a Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model. A gradient-based optimization algorithm is used in conjunction with an adjoint method
that computes the required derivatives. The baseline geometry is optimized using a multipoint formulation and 192
shape design variables. The average drag coefficient is minimized subject to lift, pitching moment, geometric
constraints, and a 2.5gmaneuver bendingmoment constraint. The trailing edge of the wing is optimized based on the
multipoint optimizedwing. The trailing-edgemorphing is parameterized using 90 design variables that are optimized
independently for each flight condition. A total of 407 trailing-edge optimizations are performed at different flight
conditions to span the entire cruise flight envelope. A 1% drag reduction at on-design conditions and a 5% drag
reduction near off-design conditions are observed.The effectiveness of the trailing-edgemorphing is demonstrated by
comparing it with the optimized results of a hypothetical fully morphing wing. In addition, the fuel-burn reductions
for a number of flights are computedusing the optimization results. A 1%cruise fuel-burn reduction is achievedusing
an adaptive morphing trailing edge for a typical long-haul twin-aisle mission.
I. Introduction
G IVEN the rise in environmental concerns and the volatility infuel prices, airlines and aircraft manufacturers alike are seeking
more efficient aircraft. Research in aircraft design is therefore placing
an increasing emphasis on fuel-burn reduction. One of the fuel-burn
reduction strategies that is currently used onmodern jetliners, such as
the Boeing 787, is the use of cruise flaps, where a small amount of
trailing-edge (TE) flap and aileron droop is used to optimize the aero-
dynamic performance at different cruise conditions. Although cruise
flaps do reduce the drag, they have a limited number of degrees
of freedom. Morphing TE devices, such as the FlexSys FlexFoil,
could address this issue by changing the camber and flap angles at
each spanwise location using a smooth morphing surface with no
gaps [1,2]. Themorphing TE has a high level of technology readiness
and has the potential to be retrofitted onto existing aircraft to reduce
the drag as much as possible for each flight condition.
Previous studies on the morphing TE have focused on the design
of the morphing mechanism, the actuators, and the structure [1–3].
In previous aerodynamic studies of the morphing TE, low-fidelity
methodswere used [4–6]. However, small geometry changes, such as
the cruise-flap extension, require high-fidelity simulations to fully
quantify the tradeoff between the induced drag and other sources of
drag. In this paper, we use a high-fidelity aerodynamic model based
on the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations to
examine this tradeoff. The boundary layer is well resolved, and a
Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model is used.
We performed a multipoint aerodynamic shape optimization
of the wing to provide an optimized baseline to evaluate the TE
optimization. The determination of the optimal TE shape at each
spanwise location for each flight condition is a challenging design
task. We use a gradient-based numerical optimization algorithm
together with an efficient adjoint implementation [7] to optimize the
morphing for the different flight conditions. A database of optimal
morphing shapes at different flight conditions is generated using a
total of 407 aerodynamic shape optimizations. Once the database has
been generated, we can compute the required optimal morphing
shapes and related fuel-burn reductions for each mission. For
comparison purposes, we also perform the design optimization of a
fullymorphingwing to quantify the theoreticalminimal drag for each
condition.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the
computational tools used in this study, and Sec. III gives the baseline
geometry and optimization problem formulations. We perform a
multipoint optimization of the wing in Sec. IV and present the
morphing TE optimization results in Sec. V.We then discuss the fully
morphing wing optimization and compare it to the morphing TE
results in Secs. VI and VII. We simulate a number of flight missions
and quantify the fuel-burn reduction with the adaptive morphing TE
in Sec. VIII.
II. Computational Tools
This section describes the numerical tools and methods that are
used for the shape optimization studies. These tools are components
of the framework for the multidisciplinary design optimization of
aircraft configurations with high fidelity (MACH) [8]. MACH can
perform the simultaneous optimization of aerodynamic shape and
structural sizing variables considering aeroelastic deflections [9].
However, in this paper, we use only the components of MACH that
are relevant for aerodynamic shape optimization: the geometric
parameterization, mesh perturbation, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) solver, and optimization algorithm. This setup has been suc-
cessfully used to study aerodynamic design optimization problems
[10–13].
A. Geometric Parameterization
We use a freeform deformation (FFD) approach to parameterize
the geometry [14]. The FFD volume parameterizes the geometry
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changes rather than the geometry itself, resulting in a more efficient
and compact set of geometry design variables, and thus making it
easier to handle complex geometric manipulations. We may embed
any geometry inside the volume by performing a Newton search to
map the parameter space to physical space.All the geometric changes
are performed on the outer boundary of the FFD volume. Any modi-
fication of this outer boundary indirectly modifies the embedded
objects. The key assumption of the FFDapproach is that the geometry
has constant topology throughout the optimization process, which is
usually the case for wing design. In addition, because FFD volumes
are trivariate B-spline volumes, the sensitivity information of any
point inside the volume can easily be computed. Figure 1 shows the
FFD volume and geometric control points for the aerodynamic shape
optimization.
To simulate the TE morphing, the last five chordwise top–bottom
pairs of control points (shown in Fig. 1) can move independently in
the z direction. This results in a smooth morphing of the rear 45% of
the chord that can tailor the airfoil camber in the spanwise direction
for each flight condition. This simulates amorphingTE similar to that
of the FlexSys morphing wing [2]. Because of the constant topology
assumption of the FFD approach, and because of limitations in
the mesh perturbation, the surface has to be continuous around the
control surfaces, eliminating the control surface gap. Therefore,
when the control surfaces deflect, there is a transition region between
the control surface and the centerbody, similar to that studied in a
continuous morphing wing [2].
B. Mesh Perturbation
Because FFD volumes modify the geometry during the opti-
mization, we must perturb the mesh for the CFD analysis to solve for
the modified geometry. The mesh perturbation scheme used in this
work is a hybridization of algebraic and linear elasticity methods
[14]. The idea behind the hybrid warping scheme is to apply a linear-
elasticity-based warping scheme to a coarse approximation of the
mesh to account for large low-frequency perturbations and to use
the algebraic warping approach to attenuate small high-frequency
perturbations. The goal is to compute a high-quality perturbed mesh
similar to that obtained using a linear elasticity scheme, but at a much
lower computational cost.
C. Computational Fluid Dynamics Solver
We use the SUmb flow solver [15]. SUmb is a finite-volume, cell-
centered multiblock solver for the compressible Euler, laminar
Navier–Stokes, and RANS equations (steady, unsteady, and time-
periodic). It provides options for a variety of turbulence models with
one, two, or four equations and options for adaptive wall functions.
The Jameson–Schmidt–Turkel scheme [16] augmented with
artificial dissipation is used for the spatial discretization. The main
flow is solved using an explicit multistage Runge–Kutta method
along with a geometric multigrid scheme. A segregated Spalart–
Allmaras (SA) turbulence equation is iterated with the diagonally
dominant alternating direction implicit method. An automatic
differentiation adjoint for the Euler and RANS equations has been
developed to compute the gradients [7,17]. The adjoint imple-
mentation supports both the full-turbulence and frozen-turbulence
modes, but in the present work, we use the full-turbulence adjoint
exclusively. The adjoint equations are solvedwith the preconditioned
generalized minimal residual method [18] using the Portable,
Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation [19,20].
D. Optimization Algorithm
Because of the high computational cost of CFD solutions, it is
critical to choose an optimization algorithm that requires a reasonably
low number of function evaluations. Given the large numbers of
variables required for aerodynamic shape optimization, our only
feasible option is to use a gradient-based optimizer. Although this
type of optimizer converges to a single local minimum, we have
previously established that, for this type of problem, there are no
significant multiple local minima. Most of the design space seems to
be convex, with a single region that has closely spaced multiple local
minima, forwhich the differences in the drag coefficients are less than
0.05% [11]. For these reasons, we use a gradient-based optimizer
combined with adjoint gradient evaluations to solve the problem
efficiently.
The optimization algorithm used for all results presented herein
is SNOPT (sparse nonlinear optimizer) [21] through the Python
interface pyOpt [22]. SNOPT is a gradient-based optimizer that
implements a sequential quadratic programming method; it is
capable of solving large-scale nonlinear optimization problems with
thousands of constraints and design variables. SNOPTuses a smooth
augmented Lagrangian merit function, and the Hessian of the
Lagrangian is approximated using a limited-memory quasi-Newton
method.
III. Optimization Problem Formulation
All the optimizations perform lift-constrained drag minimization
of the wing using the RANS equations. In this section, we provide a
complete description of the problems. This type of optimization
problem formulation has been previously used by the authors [11].
A. Common Research Model Wing
The initial geometry is a wing with a blunt TE extracted from the
NASA Common Research Model (CRM) wing–body geometry,
which is representative of a contemporary transonic commercial
transport [23,24], with a size similar to that of a Boeing 777. Several
design features, such as an aggressive pressure recovery in the
outboard wing, were introduced into the design to make it more
interesting for research purposes and to protect intellectual property.
This initial geometry provides a reasonable starting point for the
optimization, while leaving room for further performance improve-
ments. In addition, the CRMwas designed together with the fuselage
of the complete CRM configuration, and so its performance is
degraded when only the wing is considered.
The geometry and specifications for this wing are given by the
Aerodynamic Design Optimization Discussion Group (ADODG)‡
and were used as the basis for a benchmark single-point aerody-
namic shape optimization problem defined by the group [11]. The
CRM wing geometry is shown in Fig. 2. All the coordinates are
scaled by the mean aerodynamic chord (275.8 in.). The resulting
reference chord is 1.0, and the half-span is 3.758151. The pitching
moment reference point is at x  1.2077 and z  0.007669, and the
reference area is 3.407014 [11].
B. Volume Grid
We generate the mesh for the CRM wing using an in-house
hyperbolicmesh generator. Themesh ismarched out from the surface
mesh using anO-grid topology to a far field located at a distance of 25
times the span (about 185 mean chords). The nominal cruise flow
condition is Mach 0.85, with a Reynolds number of 5 million based
on the mean aerodynamic chord. This Reynolds number is that
specified by the CRM case and corresponds to the wind-tunnel test.
We used this value so that the results are comparable to the existing
benchmarks. The mesh size and the flow solution values at the
Fig. 1 The wing shape design variables are the z displacement of 192
FFD control points. The TE morphing design variables are the last 10
control points.
‡Data available online at https://info.aiaa.org/tac/ASG/APATC/
AeroDesignOpt-DG/default.aspx [retrieved 10 May 2014].































































nominal operating condition are listed in Table 1. They are the same
as those used by the authors to solve the ADODG CRM single-point
benchmark problem, for which the meshes and geometries are
publicly available [11].
We perform a mesh convergence study to determine the resolution
accuracy of this mesh. Table 1 lists the drag and pitching moment
coefficients for the initial meshes. We also compute the zero-grid
spacing drag using Richardson’s extrapolation, which estimates the
drag value as the grid spacing approaches zero [25]. The zero-grid
spacing drag coefficient is 199.0 counts for the CRM wing. Because
we need to perform hundreds of optimizations to optimize the TE for
each flight condition, we use the L2 mesh to achieve a reasonable
computational cost with sufficient accuracy. For simplicity, we use
only the L2 mesh for the studies in this paper. However, a multilevel
approach could be used to optimize a larger grid size [12].
C. Objective Function
The baseline multipoint aerodynamic shape optimization seeks
to minimize the average drag coefficients (computed by RANS
solutions) of five flight conditions by varying the shape design
variables subject to constraints on the lift, pitching moment, and
maneuver bending moment. Table 2 lists the lift coefficients and
Mach numbers for the five aerodynamic performance flight condi-
tions considered (1–5). The bending moment constraint is enforced
at flight condition 6 (also computed with RANS), which corre-
sponds to a 2.5g pull-up maneuver. A similar multipoint approach
has previously been presented by the authors [11]. The morphing
optimizations use exactly the same objective and constraints, but the
difference is that the TE can be optimized for each flight condition
independently.
D. Design Variables
Before studying the TE morphing, we performed a multipoint
aerodynamic shape optimization of the wing to obtain an optimized
aerodynamic performance of the wing itself. The first set of design
variables consists of control points distributed on the FFD volume. A
total of 192 shape variables are distributed on the lower and upper
surfaces of the FFD volume, as shown in Fig. 1. The large number of
shapevariables providesmore degrees of freedom for the optimizer to
explore, and this allows us to fine tune the sectional airfoil shapes and
the thickness-to-chord ratios at each spanwise location. Because of
the efficient adjoint implementation, the cost of computing the shape
gradients is nearly independent of the number of shape variables [8].
The fully morphing wing optimization uses the same set of shape
design variables.
For the morphing TE optimization, we use a subset of the shape
control points near the TE as the design variables, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each point on the top surface is paired with a corresponding point on
the bottom surface, and the z distance between each pair is
constrained to be constant (i.e., the local thickness of the airfoil
cannot be changed by themorphingmechanism).Only the shape over
the last 45% of the chord is allowed to change. The shape of the
forward wing remains constant.
E. Constraints
Because optimizers tend to exploit any weaknesses in numerical
models and problem formulations, an optimization problem needs to
be carefully constrained to yield a physically feasible design. We
performed a multipoint optimization with six flight conditions: five
cruise conditions and a 2.5gmaneuver condition. Both the lift and the
pitching moment are constrained at the nominal flight condition
(Mach 0.85, CL  0.5). The lift coefficient and pitching moment
constraints are as defined in the ADODG case. The pitching moment
coefficient would be trimmed to zero by the horizontal tail in a
complete configuration. In addition, the wing root bending moment
at the 2.5g maneuver condition is constrained to be less than or
equal to the nominal value, which is the bending moment of the
baseline wing for the same maneuver condition. We also enforce
several geometric constraints. First, we impose constant-thickness
constraints distributed in a regular 25 × 30 grid: 25 points chordwise
from the 1 to the 99% chord, at 30 spanwise stations from the root to
the tip of the wing, resulting in a total of 750 thickness constraints.
The lower bounds of these constraints are the baseline thicknesses at
the corresponding locations, with no upper bound. These constraints
ensure that the wing is practical from the structural point of view and
that it can accommodate the high-lift system. The total volume of the
wing is also constrained to meet a fuel-volume requirement. The
complete optimization problem is described in Table 3.
IV. Baseline Multipoint-Optimized Wing
Before we perform any morphing wing optimizations, we first
optimize a fixedwing using amultipoint formulation to achieve a fair
baseline for comparison that represents a wing that performs well at
different flight conditions. Another reason for creating this baseline
Table 1 Mesh convergence study for the CRM wing [11]
Mesh level Mesh size CD CL CM α, deg
h  0 ∞ 0.01990 — — — — — —
L00 230, 686, 720 0.01992 0.5000 −0.1776 2.2199
L0 28, 835, 840 0.01997 0.5000 −0.1790 2.2100
L1 3, 604, 480 0.02017 0.5000 −0.1810 2.1837
L2 450, 560 0.02111 0.5000 −0.1822 2.1944
Table 2 Multiple flight conditions represent five-
point stencil in Mach–CL space and 2.5g maneuver
case







Fig. 2 CRM wing geometry scaled by its mean aerodynamic chord.































































wing is that we are considering the wing alone, whereas the CRM
wing was designed to performwell in the presence of the fuselage. In
this section, we present our aerodynamic design optimization results
for the baseline wing (described in Table 3), which considers five
performance flight conditions and a 2.5g maneuver condition. We
use the L2 grid (450,000 cells) for this optimization. Transport
aircraft operate at multiple cruise conditions because of variability in
the flight missions and air traffic control restrictions. Single-point
optimization at the nominal cruise condition could overstate the
benefit of the optimization because the optimization improves the on-
design performance to the detriment of the off-design performance.
The single-point optimization benchmark problem developed by
the ADODG resulted in an optimal wing with an unrealistically
sharp leading edge in the outboard section of the wing [11]. This
was caused by a combination of the low value for the thickness
constraints (25% of the baseline) and the single-point formulation.
Therefore, in this study, we use a multipoint formulation and 100%
thickness constraints, which we have found to result in more realistic
wings [11].
We choose five equally weighted flight conditions with different
combinations of lift coefficient andMach number, as previously done
by the authors [11,26]. The flight conditions are the nominal cruise,
10% of cruise CL, and0.01 of cruise Mach, as shown in Table 2.
More sophisticated ways of choosing themultipoint flight conditions
and their associated weights could be used, such as the automated
procedure developed by Liem et al. [27] that minimizes fleet-level
fuel burn. The objective function is the average drag coefficient for
the five flight conditions, and the pitching moment constraint is
enforced only for the nominal flight condition. The bending moment
constraint is enforced at the 2.5gmaneuver condition at 15,000 ft and
Mach 0.86.
A comparison of the initial wing (the CRM wing) and the
multipoint optimized design is shown in Fig. 3. The baseline results
are shown on the left wing, and the multipoint results are shown on
right wing; the lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients are also
listed. The Cp for the multipoint optimized result corresponds to the
nominal condition (Mach 0.85, CL  0.5). We compute the shock
surface from the volume solution grid by constructing an isosurface
of the normalMach number [28]. The shock occurs where the normal






j∇pj  1 (1)
Unlike the shock-free design obtained with single-point
optimization [11], the multipoint optimization settled on an optimal
compromise between the flight conditions, resulting in a weak shock
at all conditions. Similar trends were observed in the multipoint
optimization of Vassberg and Jameson [29]. Our optimization pro-
cedure reduced the drag from 211.5 counts to 199.4 counts, a 5.7%
reduction. At the optimum, the lift coefficient target is met, and the
pitching moment is reduced to the lowest allowed value. The 2.5g
bending moment constraint is satisfied. The lift distribution of
the optimized wing is much closer to the elliptical distribution than
that of the baseline, indicating an induced drag that is close to the
theoretical minimum for planar wakes. This is achieved by fine-
tuning the twist distribution and airfoil shapes. The baselinewing has
a near-linear twist distribution. The optimized design has more twist
Fig. 3 The multipoint optimized wing has 5.7% lower drag.
Table 3 Baseline aerodynamic shape optimization problem
statement
Function/variable Description Quantity
Minimize CD Drag coefficient — —
With respect to α Angle of attack 1
z FFDcontrol point z coordinates 192
Total design variables 193
Subject to CL  CLtarget Lift coefficient constraint 6
CMy ≥ −0.17 Pitching moment coefficient
constraint
1
Cbend ≤ Cbendbase Bending moment coefficient
constraint
1
t ≥ tbase Minimum thickness constraints 750
V ≥ Vbase Minimum volume constraint 1
Total constraints 759































































at the root and tip and less twist near midwing. This multipoint
optimized wing provides an initial geometry for the morphing TE
and the fully morphing optimizations as well as a baseline for
performance comparisons.
V. Morphing Trailing-Edge Wing Optimization
We perform a series of RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimi-
zations to examine the effects of TE morphing. A gradient-based
optimizer is used with derivatives computed via an adjoint method.
Fig. 4 Morphing TE optimization at MTOW on-design condition.
Fig. 5 Morphing TE optimization at half-weight on-design condition.































































The full-turbulence adjoint used includes the linearization of both the
main flow solver and the SA turbulencemodel [7]. The optimizations
are converged to an optimality tolerance of O10−5. We use the
optimized baseline geometry from Sec. IVas the initial design point
for the morphing TE optimization.
The shape aft of the 45% chord is free to change independently for
each flight condition. The airfoil thickness is kept constant by the
thickness constraints. A total of 80 design variables are used for each
optimization. The angle of attack is also allowed to change during the
optimization. To span the entire flight envelope, we performed 407
Fig. 6 Morphing TE optimization at low-Mach-number low-altitude off-design condition.
Fig. 7 Morphing TE optimization at low-Mach-number high-altitude off-design condition.































































separate optimizations at various altitudes, Mach numbers, and
weights. Each optimization required about 4 h on 64 processors,
corresponding to about 50 optimization iterations. No additional
moment constraints are imposed in the optimization. Because the TE
can be morphed independently for each flight condition, the 2.5g
maneuver bending moment constraint is easily satisfied using the
morphing TE, and thus this constraint does not affect the optimal
cruise morphing. The pitching moment constraint is still enforced
only at the nominal flight condition, and so trim drag is not accounted
for at off-design conditions. Figures 4–7 show the TE optimization
Fig. 8 Fully morphing wing optimization at MTOW on-design condition.
Fig. 9 Fully morphing wing optimization at low-Mach-number high-altitude off-design condition.

































































































% drag reduction with morphing TE


































% drag reduction with morphing wing
W = 347,500 kg
b) Fully morphing wing
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W = 347,500 kg
ML/D99%max
c) Fully morphing wing
Fig. 11 The maximumML∕D occurs at a higher altitude and Mach number with morphing.































































results for several on- and off-design conditions. Results for ad-
ditional flight conditions are shown in Appendix A.
At on-design conditions, the drag reductions range from 1 to 2%.
The optimized TE shapes are close to the initial shape. However, we
see that the optimizer is able to further smooth out the flow by
introducing a slight camber at the TE. The TE deflection is less
than 1 deg (measured from the LE). The shock strength is reduced,
illustrating that the transonic flow is sensitive to even slight changes
in the TE shape. Similar trends are observed for several different
weights.
At the off-design conditions, the difference between the optimized
TE shape and the initial TE shape is more apparent. The maximum
TE deflection at off-design conditions is about 3 deg. The drag
reduction due to the morphing TE is more significant, reaching 5%.
At some extreme off-design cases, the flow is separated without a
morphingTE.By optimizing the TE camber and shape,we reduce the
angle of attack and reattach the flow, significantly reducing the drag.
The 2.5gmaneuver bending moment constraint is satisfied using the
TEmorphing.We conclude that the drag at all flight conditions can be
reduced using themorphing TE and that the benefit of amorphing TE
is more significant for off-design conditions.
VI. Fully Morphing Wing Optimization
We also performed a shape optimization assuming a fully
morphing wing. Some technologies may one day achieve such large
morphing [30,31], and so we are interested in finding out by how
much the performance would increase relative to the morphing TE.
We used a total of 192 shape design variables (the same set used for
the baseline optimization) to optimize the entire wing at each flight
condition. The rest of the optimization problem is the same as in
Sec. V. Similar to the TE optimization, we performed 407 separate
optimizations for different altitudes, Mach numbers, and weights, to
span the entire flight envelope.Because of the increased design-space
dimensionality, the computational cost of the optimization is higher:
6 h on 64 processors instead of 4 h in themorphing TE case. Figures 8
and 9 show the fully morphing wing optimization results for an on-
design and an off-design condition.
At on-design conditions, the fully morphing wing is only
marginally better than the morphing TE wing. Specifically, the drag
coefficient is decreased by about one count, as we can see by
comparing the CD values of the morphing TE wing in Fig. 4 and the
fullymorphingwing in Fig. 8. The baselinewing is already optimized
near the cruise conditions; an additional drag reduction is difficult to
achieve evenwith a fullymorphingwing. The optimizedwing shapes
are very close to the baseline shape. The pressure distributions are
also quite similar to those of the optimized morphing TE designs.
Therefore, we see that it suffices to change the TE shape for drag
reduction at on-design conditions.
At the off-design conditions, and similar to the morphing TE, the
fully morphing wing achieved an additional drag reduction of more
than 5%. The maximum TE deflection at off-design conditions is
about 3 deg. In the flight condition shown in Fig. 9, the flow on the
baseline wing is separated. The fully morphing wing still maintains a
shock-free solution and near-elliptical lift distribution even at high
CL. We observe that the benefit of morphing wings can be magnified
at off-design conditions.
VII. Comparison BetweenMorphing Trailing Edge and
Fully Morphing Wings
To further compare the benefits of the morphing TE and the
morphingwing, we plotted the percentage drag reduction contours of
each approach for the entire flight envelope forMTOW(347,500 kg),
as shown in Fig. 10. The drag reduction contours for otherweights are
shown in Appendix B. The weight and altitude range is based on the
Boeing 777-200LR operation manual for long-range cruise (LRC).
The trends of the two drag reduction contours are similar. The
lowest drag reductions are near the on-design conditions where the
wing has been previously optimized with a multipoint formulation.
These drag reductions are due to the additional degrees of freedom
that allow the TE shape to change separately at each flight condition,
and they are also a result of making the 2.5g maneuver condition
constraint independent through load alleviation with the morphing
TE. At the lower Mach-number range, the drag reduction increases
with the altitude and Mach number. The highest drag reduction
occurs at the flight condition with high altitude and low Mach
number, where the lift coefficient is the highest. For high Mach
numbers above 0.85, the trend reverses because of the drag
divergence.
In Fig. 11, we plot theML∕D contours of the multipoint baseline,
morphing TE, and fully morphing wing designs with respect to
altitude andMach number. TheML∕D contours for the other weights
are shown in Appendix C.ML∕D provides a metric for quantifying
the aircraft range based on the Breguet range equation with constant
thrust-specific fuel consumption. Although the thrust-specific fuel
consumption is actually not constant, assuming it to be constant is
acceptable when comparing performance in a limited Mach-number
Fig. 12 Fuel burn is reduced by 0.7% using morphing TE for DFW–SYD flight.































































range [32]. We add 100 drag counts to the computed drag to account
for the drag due to the fuselage, tail, and nacelles; this gives more
realistic ML∕D values. In aircraft design, the 99% value of the
maximumML∕D contour, shown in black, is often used to examine
the robustness of the design [23]. The point with the highest Mach
number on that contour line corresponds to the LRC point, which is
the point at which the aircraft can fly at a higher speed by incurring a
1% increase in fuel burn [33].
The multipoint baseline maximum ML∕D occurs at the nominal
flight condition (Mach 0.85; 31,000 ft altitude). Both themorphingTE
and themorphingwing increase themaximumML∕D. Themaximum
ML∕D points for themorphing TE andmorphingwing are at a higher
altitude and higher Mach number. Because the TE shape can be
adapted for each flight condition, the drag divergence is pushed to a
higherMach number. The 99%value of themaximumML∕D contour
of the morphing designs is also significantly enlarged, indicating a
more robust design.We see that themorphingTEenables the aircraft to
fly higher and faster without a fuel-burn penalty. To more accurately
capture the tradeoffs, we would need to perform a multidisciplinary
study including low-speed aerodynamics, propulsion, and structure
[34,35]. The performance of the original CRM, the multipoint
optimized baseline, the optimized morphing TE, and the optimized
fully morphing wings is summarized in Table 4.
VIII. Morphing Trailing-Edge Mission Fuel-Burn
Reduction
Because we have morphing TE optimizations spanning the entire
flight envelope,we can create a surrogatemodel of optimal TE shapes
for different flight conditions. This database allows us to compute
the fuel burn for a series of missions without performing any addi-
tional optimizations. Because we have a relatively fine discretization
of the flight region, we use a linear interpolation to evaluate the
performance and optimal shape between the optimized points. A
thrust-specific fuel consumption of 0.53 lb∕lbf · h is assumed.
We also add 100 drag counts to the computed drag to account for the
drag due to the fuselage, tail, and nacelles. The fuel burn is then
integrated backward for a given flight profile. Figure 12 shows a
typical flight profile for a long-range flight; this flight from Dallas/
Fort Worth to Sydney, Australia, is currently the longest nonstop
commercial flight).
Because the flight is operated in the on-design condition with step
climb, the TE deflection is within 1 deg. The wing tip exhibits the
highest amount of deflection, from−1 deg at the initial cruise to 1 deg
near the end of the cruise. We see a 0.7% fuel-burn reduction using
morphing TE on this flight. As pointed out in Sec. V, themorphing TE
has higher drag reduction at off-design conditions. Table 5 shows the
drag reduction for a number of hypothetical flight trajectories.
We see that the morphing TE provides about 1% fuel-burn
reduction at cruise condition for the simulated flights in Table 5. All
of the simulated flights have a TE deflection within 2 deg. Additional
benefits could be realized during the climb and descent, which
are neglected in this analysis. To evaluate the climb and descent,
additional optimizations at lower speeds and lower altitudeswould be
needed to span the flight envelope for climb and descent.
IX. Conclusions
The aerodynamic shape optimization of a Boeing-777-size wing
(based on the NASA CRM model) with an adaptive morphing TE is
presented. a multipoint optimization, including a 2.5g maneuver
condition, is presented to provide a baseline for the TE optimization.
A total of 407 TE optimizations are performed with different Mach
numbers, altitudes, and weights to span the entire cruise flight
envelope. A drag reduction of the order of 1% was achieved for on-
design conditions, and reductions up to 5% were achieved for off-
design conditions.
The performance of the morphing TE was further evaluated by
comparing its benefits with those from a fully morphing wing. This
was done by plotting the drag reduction contour and the ML∕D
contour. The fully morphing wing yielded only marginally lower
drag and a similarML∕D contour. Therefore, morphing only the TE
can achieve an aerodynamic performance similar to that of a fully
morphing wing without the drastic increase in wing morphing
mechanism and weight. Table 4 summaries the performance of the
original CRM, the multipoint optimized baseline, the optimized
morphing TE, and the optimized fully morphing wings.
Finally, a surrogate model of optimal TE shapes was created to
compute the cruise fuel burn for different flight missions. About 1%
fuel-burn reduction using the morphing TE was observed. More
significant fuel-burn reduction could be achieved in the climb and
descent segments.
From an aerodynamic perspective, an adaptive morphing TE can
easily offer additional drag reduction without a complete redesign of
thewing. Because this technology has been demonstrated by FlexSys
and could be installed on conventional control surfaces, retrofitting
existing aircraft could be considered. To thoroughly evaluate the
benefits, it will be necessary to perform a multidisciplinary study to
examine the tradeoffs between aerodynamics, structures, and controls
[6]. This study should include planform design variables because the
load alleviation due to morphing will allow for larger spans with little
or no weight penalty. A preliminary aerostructural optimization study
[34] has already been performed.
Appendix A: Morphing TE Optimization Results for
Additional Flight Conditions
See Figs. A1–A14.


















































Table 4 Summary of performance for baseline, morphing TE,
and full morphing wings
Wing configuration Mach Altitude, ft CL CD ΔCD, %
CRM 0.85 34,000 0.50 0.02115 6.1
Baseline 0.85 34,000 0.50 0.01994 0.0
Baseline 0.85 31,000 0.43 0.01718 0.0
Baseline 0.75 25,000 0.54 0.02191 0.0
Morphing TE 0.85 31,000 0.43 0.01693 −1.5
Morphing TE 0.75 25,000 0.54 0.02084 −4.9
Fully morphing 0.85 31,000 0.43 0.01679 −2.3
Fully morphing 0.75 25,000 0.54 0.02056 −6.2































































Fig. A2 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  25;000 ft, andW  347;500 kg.
Fig. A1 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.85, Alt  28;000 ft, andW  347;500 kg.































































Fig. A3 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  33;000 ft, andW  347;500 kg.
Fig. A4 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.85, Alt  34;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.































































Fig. A5 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.85, Alt  28;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.
Fig. A6 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.75, Alt  25;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.































































Fig. A7 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.75, Alt  37;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.
Fig. A8 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  25;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.































































Fig. A9 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  37;000 ft, andW  273;200 kg.
Fig. A10 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.85, Alt  39;000 ft, andW  198;900 kg .































































Fig. A11 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.75, Alt  25;000 ft, andW  198;900 kg.
Fig. A12 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.75, Alt  41;000 ft, andW  198;900 kg.































































Fig. A13 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  25;000 ft, andW  198;900 kg.
Fig. A14 Morphing TE optimization atM  0.86, Alt  41;000 ft, andW  198;900 kg.































































Appendix B: Additional Drag Reduction Contours































% drag reduction with morphing TE





























% drag reduction with morphing wing
W = 273,200 kg
b) Morphing wing





























% drag reduction with morphing TE



























% drag reduction with morphing wing
W = 198,900kg
b) Morphing wing
Fig. B2 Drag reduction contour forW  198;900 kg.































































Appendix C: AdditionalML∕D Contours
See Figs. C1 and C2.
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c) Morphing wing
Fig. C2 ML∕D contour forW  198;900 kg.
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